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Noncontact Respiration Detection Leveraging Music
and Broadcast Signals
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Abstract—Recent works have shown that acoustic signals can
be leveraged to perform respiration monitoring with high accu-
racy and low energy consumption. Since smartphones, smart
speakers, and many other IoT devices are already equipped with
microphones and speakers, it is convenient to implement the
acoustic sensing solutions on those devices. However, the existing
technologies require the speaker to transmit certain ultrasonic
signals to detect respiration. Although these signals are inaudible
to adults, they are audible to children and pets and they may
even have negative impacts on plants. In this article, instead of
using ultrasonic signals, we are trying to leverage audible sig-
nals in daily lives, e.g., music or broadcasting audios, to detect
human respiration. We design a respiration detection system
which derives the respiration rate by continuously estimates the
channel impulse response (CIR) using music and broadcast sig-
nals. We study the intersymbol interference (ISI) brought by the
randomness of music and broadcast signal and give our strategy
to minimize the interference. We also propose several techniques
to resolve some practical issues, such as the multipath effect and
sampling frequency offset between the speaker and the micro-
phone. Extensive experiments are conducted to demonstrate the
feasibility of our system. The result shows that our system can
achieve high respiration detection accuracy with the mean error
of less than 0.5 BPM when different audio signals are used.

Index Terms—Channel impulse response (CIR), music and
broadcast signals, respiration detection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT years have witnessed the surge of ubiquitous
healthcare technologies [4]. Many of these technologies

aim at monitoring the user’s respiration rate. The traditional
respiration monitoring systems, such as thoracic impedance
pneumography [5] and capnography [6], require the subjects
wearing sensors which is time consuming and it is not a
pleasant experience for the patients. Since respiration rate mea-
surement is so important to healthcare [7], a more convenient
way of respiration monitoring is highly desired.

Recent works have shown that respiration can be monitored
in a cost efficient and noncontact way. Benetazzo et al. [8]
and Nam et al. [9] proposed that respiration can be monitored
using cameras. However, these systems usually require a good
lighting condition [8] and not energy efficient. Besides, image-
based systems face the risk of privacy leakage. Researchers
also propose that RF radars can be used to detect human respi-
ration [4], [10], [11]. Although these systems accurately detect
human respiration in a noncontact way with no risk of pri-
vacy leakage, the cost of radars is prohibitive. Wang et al. [12]
and Liu et al. [13] proposed that WiFi signals can be leveraged
to detect human respiration. However, since WiFi transceivers
are often fixed, those systems can work only when the user is
in the designated areas.

In recent years, researchers have turned their attention
into acoustic sensing technologies mainly because the audio
transceivers (i.e., speakers and microphones) are cost effi-
cient and the demand for smart speakers, such as Amazon
Echo [14], has grown rapidly. Generally, an acoustic sensing
system transforms the speaker and microphone into a sonar
system. By carefully designing the transmitted signal and ana-
lyzing the received signal, disturbances around the acoustic
system, such as chest movement caused by respiration, can be
detected [15]–[17].

The transmitted signals in the above-mentioned works are
mostly ultrasonic (e.g., chirps and OFDM symbols) working
at the frequency band around 20 kHz. We have one major con-
cern about these ultrasonic signals: although these signals are
inaudible to adults, they are still audible to children [1], [18]
and pets [2], [19], and the ultrasounds may also have nega-
tive impacts on plants [3]. Specifically, research in [18] shows
that children at 5–14 years of age can even detect the 25-kHz
stimulus at 57-dB intensity while adults at 16–20 years old
cannot. Warfield [19] gave the approximate maximum hear-
ing range of cats and dogs to be 45 and 67 kHz, respectively,
which is way over the frequency band of the recently proposed
acoustic systems. Consequently, it may not be safe to use
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ultrasonic-based sensing devices in a home scenario, especially
for those families who have children and pets.

In this work, instead of using ultrasounds, we are trying
to use the audible sounds in daily lives, such as music and
broadcast signals to detect human respiration. In this way,
one can get his/her respiration monitored while listening to
music or radio. However, it is challenging to achieve accu-
rate respiration detection using nonpredefined signals, such as
music, the following explains why. The existing works achieve
object detection using acoustic signals through 1) phase extrac-
tion [20], [21]. Because the signal’s reflection path is changing
due to the moving object, the phase of the signal is changing
accordingly. If the transmitted signal has a stable phase (e.g.,
continuous wave (CW) or frequency modulated CW (FMCW),
the object’s moving trajectory can be obtained by extracting
the phase change of the received signal; 2) Doppler effect [22].
Since a moving target gives rise to a frequency shift with
an amplitude proportional to the moving speed, the speed
information of the target can be derived by examining the
frequency of the received signal if the frequency components
of the sent signal are stable (e.g., CW); 3) channel estima-
tion [23], [24]. Channel impulse response (CIR) indicates the
geographical information of the surrounding reflectors of the
transceivers including the target object. Thus, by estimating
the CIR, the target’s location can be derived. Above are the
most commonly used methods for acoustic signals. However,
applying these techniques to music or broadcast signals is
challenging. Since music and broadcast signals are random
in nature, they do not have a stable phase. Thus, extract-
ing respiration information from the phase of the received
signal is difficult. Music and broadcast signals have vary-
ing frequencies. Hence, it is almost impossible to detect the
slight frequency shift caused by human respiration. Therefore,
we turn our attention to detecting human respiration through
channel estimation.

In this work, we use a CIR estimation technique to extract
the human respiration. The CIR provides us with the distance
information of the surrounding reflectors. Since the human
chest is one of those reflectors, we can design an algorithm
to extract the chest’s motion from CIR. However, the most
commonly used channel estimation methods require the trans-
mitted signals to have a good autocorrelation property [25].
It should also successfully handle intersymbol interference
by adding cyclic prefixes or guard intervals. In the exist-
ing works [23], [24], [26], [27], the transmitted signals are
well designed to have the above properties. Nevertheless, our
system estimates the CIR using music and broadcast signals
which do not have such properties. Thus, the key challenge of
our system rises: how to accurately estimate the CIR using
music and broadcast signals? We also face some practical
challenges. First, there are multiple reflection paths between
the speaker and the microphone. We need to overcome the
multipath effect to achieve accurate breathing pattern extrac-
tion. Second, the frequency offset between the speaker and the
microphone exists because they may use separate oscillators.
The frequency shift influences the estimation of CIR and the
impact accumulates over time.

In this article, we propose a respiration monitoring system
that overcomes the above challenges using music and

broadcast signals. We observe that although music or broad-
cast signal has poor correlation property in the time domain,
we can still estimate the channel frequency response (CFR) in
the frequency domain. Then the CFR can be converted to the
CIR using inverse Fourier transformation. The resulting CIR is
accurate enough to extract human respiration. We also observe
that since human respiration is periodic, we can easily sepa-
rate the dynamic paths (caused by breathing) from the static
paths (caused by static objects). In this way, we can extract
the chest motion from the CIR in a multipath environment.
Additionally, the line-of-sight (LOS) path is a static path and
the lag of the LOS path should be a constant. Thus, we can use
this property to solve the frequency offset problem by aligning
all the estimated CIRs by their LOS path. In our system, there
are two main components. In the first component, we lever-
age an algorithm to estimate the CIR using music or broadcast
signals. In the second component, we design a respiration pat-
tern extraction algorithm to extract the respiration signal from
the CIR. In the channel estimation algorithm, we use a certain
strategy to minimize the intersymbol interference brought by
the randomness of the transmitted signal. In the respiration
extraction algorithm, we handle the multipath effect problem
and we design a synchronization scheme to compensate the
frequency offset.

We highlight the main contributions of our work as follows.
1) We propose a human respiration monitoring system

using daily life audible signals, such as music and broad-
cast signals. To the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to achieve acoustic-based respiration monitoring
without using predefined signals.

2) We use random signals, such as music and broadcast to
estimate the CIR and we propose a strategy to minimize
the interframe interference caused by the randomness of
the signal. We propose a respiration pattern extraction
algorithm to extract the respiration pattern from the esti-
mated CIR. The respiration pattern extraction algorithm
resolves some practical issues, such as multipath effect
and frequency offset. We also use a search-refine strat-
egy to reduce the power consumption and latency of our
system.

3) We implement our system on a home audio system
to demonstrate the feasibility of our system. Extensive
experiments are conducted and the experimental result
shows that our system can achieve high respiration
detection accuracy.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II gives an overview of our design. Sections III and IV
present the design details of the system. Section V evalu-
ates the performance of our system. Section VI discusses the
related work of this article. Section VII discusses the limita-
tions and future directions of this work. Section VIII concludes
this article.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section, we give an overview of our system. As
has been stated in the previous section, we derive the human
respiration pattern by estimating the CIR. The principle of
this design is as follows. The CIR indicates the distance
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Fig. 1. System diagram.

and reflective property of the surrounding reflectors. In our
system, the user’s chest is one of the reflectors. Thus, the
CIR of our system contains the distance information of the
user’s chest. Therefore, our system performs CIR in the first
place. However, simply estimating the channel is not enough.
Since there is more than one reflector in the environment,
the distance information of the user’s chest, along with other
reflectors, are mixed in the CIR. Thus, our system needs to
extract the user’s chest motion from the CIR. Therefore, we
design two modules for our system. The first module estimates
the CIR using music or broadcast signals. The second mod-
ule extracts the user’s respiration pattern from the CIR. The
workflow of our system is shown in Fig. 1. The following two
sections describe the working process of these two modules.

A. CIR Estimation

This module estimates the CIR using music and broad-
cast signals. Our system first synchronizes the received signal
with the originally transmitted signal by performing cross-
correlation on the two signals. Next, the system cuts the
original signal and the received signal into segments. Then, the
system computes CIRs using those audio segments. However,
as the speaker and the microphone use separate oscillators, a
frequency offset may exist which will result in CIR drifting,
i.e., the CIR drifts over time. We compensate for the frequency
offset by an observation that the LOS path of a CIR is a static
path and the LOS path always has large power. At the end
of this module, the system stores a series of CIRs as input to
the next module. The details of this module are described in
Section III.

B. Respiration Detection

This module detects the respiration based on the prestored
CIRs. The system first stacks a number of CIRs to form a
matrix called a CIR matrix. The CIR matrix indicates how
the CIR is changing over time. Second, our system sepa-
rates the dynamic paths, caused by the moving chest, from
the static paths, caused by the surrounding stationary objects,
by performing autocorrelation on the CIR matrix. The auto-
correlation function measures the periodicity of a sequence.
Third, the system tracks all peaks’ moving trajectories of the
dynamic paths. Finally, the system selects the peak trajectory
with the best periodicity. The chosen peak trajectory directly
represents the breathing pattern. Section IV presents the design
details of this module.

Fig. 2. Process of CIR estimation.

III. CHANNEL IMPULSE RESPONSE ESTIMATION VIA

MUSIC AND BROADCAST SIGNALS

In this section, we discuss how our system estimates the CIR
using music and broadcast signals. The key challenge in this
module is how to estimate the CIR using audio signals with
poor autocorrelation property and how to assure the quality of
the estimated CIR. In addition, since it is often the case that
the speaker and the microphone use separate oscillators, there
is a sampling frequency offset between the two devices that
degrades the CIR estimation accuracy. Unlike the commonly
used carriers, such as CW or FMCW where frequency offset
can be easily eliminated by tracking the constant frequency
change over time [28] or by tracking the drifting of the peak
frequency [29], it is difficult to directly compute the frequency
offset from music or broadcast signals because they are ran-
dom in nature. Hence, the second challenge in this module
is how to eliminate the frequency offset based on music and
broadcast signals. The overall process of this module is shown
in Fig. 2. We first synchronize the received signal with the
transmitted one. Second, we compute the CIR in the frequency
domain. Third, our system eliminates the impact of frequency
offset caused by the clock difference between the speaker
and the microphone. At the end of this section, we analyze
the interference brought by our CIR estimation method and
give our strategy to reduce the impact of the interference.
The following sections elaborate on the details of this
module.

A. Synchronization

First, our system needs to know when the microphone starts
to receive the transmitted signal. Thus, our system performs
synchronization in the first place. The system computes the
delay of the received signal by performing a cross-correlation
between the original signal and the received signal as follow:
R(t) = xori(t) ∗ x∗rec(−t), where xori(t) and xrec(t) represent
the transmitted original signal and the received signal, respec-
tively. The lag of the maxima of R(t) indicates the delay of
the received signal and is the offset that the received signal
needs to be shifted.
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B. Channel Impulse Response Estimation

In this section, we elaborate on our approach to estimating
the CIR. First, our system performs segmentation on the syn-
chronized audio signals, then the system computes the CIR
using the audio segments.

1) Audio Signal Segmentation: Since the system is
designed to monitor the human respiration continuously, the
system is required to estimate the CIR frequently. In a wireless
communication system, channel information is often estimated
frame by frame, e.g., in WiFi systems. However, since music
and broadcast signals are continuous over time, they have no
frame structures where chunks of data are separated by blank
intervals. Thus, in our system, we manually cut the audio sig-
nals into segments. In detail, in every Tstep seconds, our system
backtracks Tframe seconds of the original signal to form a sig-
nal segment, and the same goes to the received signal. After
that, every received signal segment is paired up with an origi-
nal signal segment. The received signal segment can be viewed
as the summation of multiple delayed copies of the original
segment. Note that here, Tframe plays an essential role in decid-
ing the channel estimation accuracy. Section III-D later in this
section discusses how to choose a proper Tframe. The system
stores the original/received signal pairs for CIR estimation.

2) Channel Impulse Response Estimation: Let x[n], y[n]
denote an original signal segment and its corresponding
received signal segment. Let X[k] and Y[k] denote the discrete
Fourier transformation of x[n] and y[n]. Then, the following
equation holds: y[n] = x[n] ∗ h[n], where h[n] is the CIR and
n is from 0 to N−1 where N is the segment length. According
to the convolution property of discrete Fourier transform [30],
the corresponding frequency response of CIR is the quotient
of the Fourier transformation of y[n] and x[n], i.e.,

Ĥ[k] = Y[k]

X[k]
, k = 0 to N − 1.

Then our system applies inverse Fourier transform (iFFT) to
Ĥ[k] to obtain the CIR ĥ[n], i.e.,

ĥ[n] = iFFT
(

Ĥ[k]
)
.

Fig. 3(a) shows a CIR generated by our system. We further
smooth the computed CIR by a low-pass filter. The filtered
results are shown in Fig. 3(c).

Note that some signal segments may contain blank intervals
(e.g., pauses between two words in a piece of a broadcast sig-
nal), and few audio signals are transmitted in these cases where
the system may fail to generate a valid CIR. Fig. 3(b) shows
an invalid CIR. The system detects those invalid frames by
measuring the standard deviation of the CIR. If a frame’s stan-
dard deviation exceeds a threshold Thσ , the system discards
the frame and copies the last frame to the current frame. The
revised version of CIR in Fig. 3(b) is shown in Fig. 3(d).

C. Frequency Offset Elimination

In practical use, the frequency offset between the speaker
and the microphone may exist. This is because the speaker and
the microphone may use separate crystal oscillators. Due to
imperfect hardware, the sampling rate of the microphone and

Fig. 3. (a) and (b) are the CIRs generated by the system. (c) is the filtered
signal of (a). (d) is the altered signal of (b).

Fig. 4. (a) CIR drifting effect. (b) Distance sequence of the LOS path and
the fitted line (with upsampling). (c) Distance sequence of the LOS and the
fitted line (without upsampling). (d) Distance sequence of the LOS path after
CIR redressing.

the speaker may not be exactly the same. This will lead to the
speaker and the microphone experiencing different times when
sending or receiving the same length of data. Since our system
continuously cuts the original signal and the received signal
into segments of the same length, the time offset between each
pair of signals will accumulate and the resulting CIR will drift
over time. For example, Fig. 4(a) shows a CIR as well as the
CIR estimated by our system a short time earlier. We can see
that the CIR is delayed over time.

We eliminate this effect by an observation that the LOS path
is a static path and should always have a large power. This is
because in a smart speaker, the microphone and the speaker are
placed close to each other. Our system first measures the CIR
drifting speed by tracking the drift of the LOS path, then the
system compensates the offset frame by frame. The following
presents the design details.

1) Measuring the CIR Drifting Speed: For the first step,
the system upsamples each CIR 100 times by performing
cubic spline interpolation. The spline interpolation improves
the distance resolution of CIR thus providing us with more
detailed information about the peak locations.
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Algorithm 1: Peak Tracking Algorithm
Data: The list of all CIRs C, the acceptance window size

w, the minimum peak height p
Result: The list of all distance sequences DS

1 DS← emptyList();
2 i← 1;
3 while i ≤ length(C) do
4 locs← locations of peaks in C[i] with height ≥ p;
5 if isEmpty(DS) then
6 j← 1;
7 while j ≤ length(locs) do
8 ds← emptyList();
9 ds← append(ds, locs[j]);

10 DS← append(DS, ds);
11 j← j+ 1;
12 end
13 else
14 j← 1;
15 itr← 1;
16 while j ≤ length(DS) do
17 ds← DS[j];
18 DS[j]← append(ds, ds[i− 1]);
19 while itr ≤ k ≤ length(locs) do
20 if ||ds[i]− locs[k]|| ≤ w then
21 ds[i]← locs[k];
22 DS[j]← ds;
23 itr← itr + 1;
24 break
25 end
26 k← k + 1;
27 end
28 j← j+ 1;
29 end
30 end
31 i← i+ 1;
32 end

The LOS path has large power, and the system uses this
property to track the drifting trajectory of the LOS path. The
system first tracks all high peaks’ locations using a peak
tracking algorithm described in Algorithm 1. Then the system
selects the peak whose moving trajectory has the best linear-
ity as the LOS path. The linearity is measured by the Pearson
correlation coefficient. The basic idea of the peak tracking
algorithm is: the algorithm locates every high peak frame by
frame. If two peaks in the adjacent frames are close to each
other, we consider the two peaks belong to the same peak clan.
The algorithm records all peak clans’ location sequences. We
call a peak clan’s location sequence a distance sequence.

Next, we fit the LOS path’s distance sequence with a line.
The line shows the trend of the CIR drifting and its slope,
denoted by k, is the drifting speed we want. An example of
the distance sequence of the LOS path and its fitted line is
shown in Fig. 4(b).

2) Compensating the Frequency Offset: The final step is to
redress the CIRs to compensate for the drift. Let �ni denotes

the number of samples that the ith CIR needs to be shifted
forward or backward. We calculate �ni as

�ni = i · k.
Next, we downsample the CIRs 100 times to restore the origi-
nal sampling rate. An example of the redressed CIR is shown
as the red line in Fig. 4(d). The blue line shows the original
distance sequence of the LOS path. Thus, the impact of the
frequency offset is successfully eliminated.

3) Upsampling Scheme: Note that we use an upsampling
scheme to solve the clock difference problem. We do so for
the following two reasons.

1) As is stated before, upsampling the CIRs using cubic
spline interpolation improves the distance resolution of
the CIR. Thus, the distance sequence is smoother after
upsampling. The obtained distance sequence of the LOS
path without upsampling and its fitted line is shown in
Fig. 4(c). Readers can compare it with Fig. 4(b).

2) The drifting speed k is usually not an integer. Without
upsampling, we can only shift the CIR when the drifting
speed accumulates to an integral value, i.e., i · k ≥ 1.
For example, if k = 0.15, we can only shift the CIR
one sample forward or backward after seven frames of
CIRs. With 100 times of upsampling, we can adjust the
CIR every frame if the drift offset is greater than 0.01
which is an easy criterion to meet in practice. The result
of CIR redressing without upsampling is shown as the
yellow line in Fig. 4(d).

D. Combating the Interference Brought by the Randomness
of Music and Broadcast Signals

In a wireless communication system, to estimate the chan-
nel model usually requires the transmitted signal to be well
designed for the sake of accuracy [31]. However, music and
broadcast signals, which can be viewed as random signals, are
not designed for channel estimation. Besides, since we man-
ually cut the audio signal into segments, there is no blank
interval between segments. Hence, interference between suc-
cessive frames of CIRs may occur. In this section, we first
briefly discuss the mathematical model of our system. Then,
we analyze how the interference is brought to our system and
we propose our strategy to reduce the interference.

1) Mathematical Model of Our System: Suppose the wire-
less channel around the device has L propagation paths, and
the ith path is associated with a transmission delay τi as well
as an attenuation coefficient αi. The impulse response of the
wireless channel is

h[n] =
L∑

i=1

αiδ[t − τi] (1)

and the corresponding CFR is

H[k] =
L∑

i=1

αie
−j2πτik/N . (2)

Assume that the system arrives at a time point, and it should
calculate the CIR now. Let x denotes the latest segment of the
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Fig. 5. Details of audio signal segmentation.

original signal and x′ denotes the former segment (as shown
in Fig. 5). Then, the received segment is of the following
formulation:

y[n] =
L∑

i=1

αi
(
x[n− τi]+ x′[n+N− τi]

)
, n= 0 to N− 1.

(3)

Let β ′[n] denotes the difference between x′[n] and x[n], i.e.,

β ′[n] = x′[n]

x[n]
, n = 0 to N − 1 (4)

and for the sake of simplicity, we let

βi[n] =
{

1, for n = 0 to N − τi − 1
β ′[n], for n = N − τi to N-1.

(5)

The system first performs FFT on the received y[n] to calculate
its Fourier transform Y[k]

Y[k] =
L∑

i=1

αie
−j2πτik/N

N−1∑
n=0

βi[n]x[n]e−j2πkn/N . (6)

In order to get the CFR, the system divides Y[k] by X[k], i.e.,

Ĥ[k] = Y[k]

X[k]
=

L∑
i=1

αie
−j2πτik/N

∑N−1
n=0 βi[n]x[n]e−j2πkn/N

∑N−1
n=0 x[n]e−j2πkn/N

.

(7)

Then, for simplicity, we let

	i[k] =
∑N−1

n=0 βi[n]x[n]e−j2πkn/N

∑N−1
n=0 x[n]e−j2πkn/N

. (8)

Now Ĥ[k] becomes the summation of the multiplication of
two signals, i.e.,

Ĥ[k] =
L∑

i=1

αie
−j2πτik/N · 	i[k]. (9)

After that, the system applies the inverse Fourier transfor-
mation to Ĥ[k] to compute the CIR, i.e., ĥ[n]. According to
the time-shifting property and the multiplication property of
discrete-time Fourier transform [30]

ĥ[n] =
L∑

i=1

αiδ[n− τi] ∗ γi[n] (10)

where γi[n] is the time-domain signal transformed from 	i[k].

Fig. 6. SNR of γi[n] when different N is selected.

2) Interference and Its Reduction Strategy: First, we
analyze how interference is introduced to our system.
Comparing (1) with (10) and (2) with (9), the interference
is introduced because of the existence of γi[n] or 	i[k]. The
estimated CIR is valid only if the impact of γi[n] or 	i[k] is
limited which means 	i[k] should be close to a vector of ones
and γi[n] should be close to a pulse signal according to (9)
and (10).

Next, we present our strategy to reduce interference.
From (8), βi[n] plays a major role in deciding the value of
	i[k]. In order to obtain a good CIR, βi[n] should be as close
to one as possible. It is easy to infer from (5) that we can
increase the frame length N, to get a better βi[n]. An intuitive
observation is that a large value of N means that the frame is
long enough so that the effect of the delay profile does not sig-
nificantly affect the CIR. The following explains why simply
increasing the frame length can work.

Since the power decreases sharply along with the distance
an acoustic signal travels, and in a room setting, walls together
with furniture will eventually reflect or absorb all the sig-
nals, there is usually a maximum transmission distance of an
acoustic signal. Assume that this maximum transmission dis-
tance is D and suppose the sampling rate of our system is
fs, given that the speed of sound is vs, the delay τi is lim-
ited by τi ≤ (2Dfs/vs). Let η be the ratio of τi and N. The
η indicates the percentage of none-one values in βi[n], then
η = (τi/N) ≤ (2Dfs/vsN). It is obvious that when N becomes
larger, η becomes smaller. In this way, more elements in βi[n]
are one. Thus, 	i[k] has less impact on Ĥ[k] and γi[n] has less
impact on ĥ[n]. Consequently, the interference is reduced. For
example, let D = 4 m and given that the speed of sound
is 340 m/s and suppose N/fs has the value of 0.4 s (which
is a relatively large value) in our system. Then η ≤ 0.059.
That means over 94% of the elements in βi[n] are 1. In this
way, 	i[k] is close to an ones vector and γi[n] is close to a
unit pulse. Fig. 6 shows the average SNR of γi[n]s of a 180-
s music signal with different segment length N. The SNR is
calculated as: SNR = τi[0]2/

∑N−1
k=1 τi[k]2.

Note that although increasing N can reduce the impact of
interference, a large N may decrease the time resolution of our
system. This is because we use N samples of an audio signal
to compute a frame of CIR. If N is too large, the chest may
move a long distance during the time of a frame. In this way,
the CIR may fail to indicate the current chest position. Thus,
in our system, we empirically set N to be 0.4 fs.
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS

IV. RESPIRATION DETECTION USING CHANNEL

IMPULSE RESPONSE

After obtaining the CIRs, we need to derive the respiration
pattern from them. Since generally, the system is in a multipath
environment, the signals reflected by the user’s chest, together
with signals reflected by other surrounding objects, are col-
lected by the microphone. From the CIR’s perspective, the
channel taps (or paths) that caused by the reflection of the
user’s chest are mixed with channel taps caused by other
objects. Thus, the key challenge of this module is to miti-
gate the multipath effect so that chest motion can be correctly
derived from the CIR. The module works in the following
steps. We first set up a CIR matrix using a series of CIRs
to derive the locations of the channel taps that are caused by
breathing based on the fact that the chest moves periodically
when breathing. Then, the system separates the channel taps
caused by breathing from the channel taps caused by other
objects. Next, the system derives the breathing pattern based
on the variation of separated channel taps. Additionally, We
use a search-refine strategy to efficiently extract the breath-
ing pattern. The following sections elaborate on the details of
this module. Table I shows the basic definitions used in this
section.

A. CIR Matrix Setup

When our system is running, the system stacks K CIRs
to form a CIR matrix and the CIR matrix is updated every
Tupdate, i.e.,

MCIR(t) =
[
h′�t/Tupdate	, h′�t/Tupdate+1	, . . . , h′�t/Tupdate+K−1	

]

where �	 denotes the floor function. The CIR matrix shows the
dynamic change of the CIR with time. Fig. 7(a) is an example
of a CIR matrix. Each row of data belongs to a range bin
where a range bin presents the distance that sound propagates
from the speaker to the microphone. Each column of data is
a frame of CIR. It is obvious that generally, all K frames
of CIR are similar. This is because although the person is
breathing, the overall environment is almost static except the
chest movement. However, if we take a closer look at the CIR
matrix from the 350th range bin to the 450th range bin, we
could easily observe a vibration pattern. This pattern is caused
by breathing and it is what we want to derive from the CIR
matrix.

Fig. 7. (a) CIR matrix. (b) Two range sequences. (c) Autocorrelation profile
of the two range sequences in (b). (d) Cyclic strength of all the range bins.
(e) CIRs at different times. (f) Selected distance sequence and the filtered
result.

B. Dynamic Paths Extraction

To extract the vibration pattern from the CIR matrix, first,
we need to locate the paths that correspond to the chest vibra-
tion. In a CIR, there are multiple reflection paths that consist of
the static paths, caused by the surrounding stationary objects,
as well as the dynamic paths, caused by the moving chest. In
Fig. 7(a), the paths between the 350th range bin to the 450th
range bin are dynamic paths and the rest of the paths are static
paths. We know that human respiration is almost periodic in
nature. Thus, we extract the dynamic paths by leveraging the
periodic property of human breathing.

To extract the dynamic paths, we need to select the range
bins where the dynamic paths locate. As is analyzed above, the
vibration pattern in the CIR matrix is caused by the back and
forth movement of the chest. Hence, our objective is to choose
the range bins where sequences show strong periodicity. Here,
the sequence at a range bin is called a range sequence (i.e.,
a row in a CIR matrix). For example, Fig. 7(b) shows the
range sequence of the 400th and 300th range bin of the CIR
matrix in Fig. 7(a). Evidently, the range sequence at the 400th
range bin shows strong periodicity while the range sequence
at the 300th range bin does not. We measure the periodicity
of each range sequence by its autocorrelation as follows. We
first standardize the range sequence by calculating the z-scores
as Zi = [(Xi − μ)/σ ], where μ and σ are the mean and
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the standard deviation of the sequence, respectively. Then, we
perform autocorrelation to the standardized range sequence.
The autocorrelation function is defined as follows:

R(k) = E
[
(Xi − μ)(Xi+k − μ)

]

σ 2

where E is the expectation, μ and σ are the mean and the stan-
dard deviation of the sequence. The cyclical strength of a range
sequence is defined as the summation of the peak-valley dif-
ferences of the sequence’s autocorrelation profile. The higher
the cyclical strength is, the more periodic the sequence is.
Fig. 7(c) shows the autocorrelation profiles of the correspond-
ing range sequences in Fig. 7(b). After defining the cyclical
strength of the range sequence, we identify the range bins
where the dynamic paths locate by selecting the range bins
with the highest cyclical strength. We compute the cyclical
strength of all range bins in Fig. 7(a), and the result is shown
in Fig. 7(d). The range bins around the 400th bin show strong
periodicity, and these range bins are where the dynamic paths
locate.

C. Respiration Pattern Extraction

Since we have selected the dynamic paths from the CIR
matrix, one more thing we need to do is to track the
dynamic paths’ moving trajectory which directly represents
the breathing pattern.

We use the peak tracking algorithm described in Section III
to obtain all the distance sequences of the dynamic paths.
Note that not all the distance sequence are valid. For exam-
ple, Fig. 7(e) shows the CIR at t0 and t1 and the figure is
zoomed into the dynamic paths. The three peaks from the
397th range bin to the 417th range bin move away at the same
pace while the peak at around the 395th range bin moves a
lot and the peaks before the 390th range bin are almost sta-
tionary. In this case, the rightmost three peaks are the desired
peaks. Again, because human respiration is almost periodic in
nature, the system measures the periodicity of each distance
sequence by autocorrelation. The system selects the distance
sequence with the highest cyclical strength and then passes
the sequence through a low pass filter. The resulting curve is
the desired breathing pattern. The selected distance sequence,
as well as the filtered curve, are shown in Fig. 7(f).

D. Search-Refine Strategy

Note that autocorrelation requires multiplication operation
which consumes large computing resources. In the dynamic
paths extraction process, the system performs autocorrelation
on every range bin. When selecting the best distance sequence,
the system performs autocorrelation again on all the distance
sequences. Thus, without further optimization, the system will
have high energy consumption and have high latency.

Our system uses a search-refine strategy when extracting the
respiration pattern to reduce energy consumption and latency.
This strategy contains two stages given as follows.

1) Searching Stage: In the searching stage, the system first
extracts the dynamic paths and then extracts the breath-
ing pattern as described above. When the CIR matrix is
updated, the system moves into the refining stage.

2) Refining Stage: In the refining stage, the system contin-
ues to track the chosen peak, i.e., appends the selected
distance sequence. Meanwhile, the system monitors the
cyclical strength of the recent K items of the distance
sequence. If the cyclical strength drops below a thresh-
old, the system returns to the searching stage. With
the search-refine strategy, the system performs a large
amount of calculation only in the searching stage. Thus,
the energy consumption is reduced and the latency is
reduced.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct comprehensive experiments to
evaluate our system.

A. Experimental Setup

We use an HTC U Ultra smartphone, an Edifier-R1000TC
Loudspeaker, and a macOS laptop with 1.4-GHz Quad-Core
Intel Core i5 processor to build our system. The loudspeaker
is connected to the smartphone. The loudspeaker plays audio
pieces while the microphone on the smartphone records the
audio signal and transmits the recorded audio to a MATLAB
server on the laptop through Wi-Fi. The MATLAB server
processes the recorded signal and generates the respiration
waveform. The smartphone and the loudspeaker are working
with a sampling rate of 48 kHz. We use the respiration mod-
ule of the SCHUHFRIED Biofeedback system [32] to record
the actual respiration rate as the ground truth. The device is
a contact sensor system that directly measures the subject’s
breathing amplitude. The sampling rate of this device is 20 Hz.
We recruited 11 volunteers (five males and six females) to
participate in the experiments. The volunteers are asked to sit
in front of the smartphone and the loudspeaker and the dis-
tance between the smartphone/loudspeaker and the subject is
set to be 25 cm by default. The volunteers are asked to wear
a shirt when doing the experiments, except where noted. We
select eight pieces of music and news broadcast to play on the
loudspeaker, including two rock songs, two pop songs, two
ballad songs, and two news broadcasting pieces. Each piece
of audio is 120 s long. In each experiment, the volume of the
loudspeaker is set to be 50% of the maximum volume.

We use the following three metrics to evaluate the
performance of our system: 1) normalized root-mean-square
error (NRMSE), a metric to measure the variation of the error
of our system; 2) the 90th percentile error (P90) (in BPM),
a metric to measure the overall accuracy of our system; and
3) maximum error (in BPM), a metric to measure the worst
possible performance of our system.

B. System Performance Evaluation

We conduct comprehensive experiments to evaluate our
system.

1) Overall Evaluation: An example of the respiration rate
estimated by our system during a 6-min song1 is shown in
Fig. 8. Fig. 8(a) shows the comparison of the respiration

1Yanni. “If I Could Tell You.” If I Could Tell You. Virgin, 2000.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. System’s performance under an entire song. (a) Breathing rate esti-
mated by our system versus the ground truth. (b) CIR matrix of the entire
song.

Fig. 9. Mean error and the signal design of our system, BreathListener [17]
and BreathJunior [33].

rate estimated by our system with the ground truth. Fig. 8(b)
presents all the CIRs estimated by our system during the
entire song. A comparison of our system with two similar
systems, BreathListener [17] and BreathJunior [33], in terms
of signal design and mean error is shown in Fig. 9. Note
that these three systems are designed to detect human respi-
ration in very different scenarios. We present this comparison
just to show that although we use random audible signals,
such as music and broadcasting signals, instead of predesigned
and ultrasonic signals, we still can achieve acceptable respira-
tion detection accuracy. BreathListener targets at monitoring a
driver’s breathing condition when driving. In their evaluation,
the system is implemented on a smartphone and the smart-
phone is put on the instrument panel, cab door, cup holder, and
the driver’s pocket. BreathJunior achieves respiration monitor-
ing for infants. They build their system on a smartspeaker. In
their experiments, the system is placed 40–60 cm away from
the infant. To validate this comparison, the mean error of our
work shown in Fig. 9 is the result when the distance between
the user and the system is 50 cm. In the implementation of our
system, the loudspeaker has an external power source and the
smartphone is only responsible for recording and transmitting
data to the server. The computational burden is mainly on the

Fig. 10. Evaluation with different kinds of audio signals. (a) Mean error.
(b) Maximum error. (c) 90th percentile error. (d) NRMSE.

server. We record the server’s CPU usage during our experi-
ments and the result shows that when our system is running,
the CPU usage rises from 1% (the idle state) to 15.5% on
average.

2) Evaluation for Different Audio Genres: We first examine
the performance of our system when different kinds of audio
signals are used. The system should achieve high respiration
detection accuracy when different audio signals are used. In
this set of experiments, all the eleven volunteers are involved.
Fig. 10 presents the result. Note that the average error is low
but the maximum error can be as high as 10 BPM. This is
because of the dynamic nature of music and broadcast sig-
nals where long blank intervals or intervals with extremely
low power exist. When nearly no signal is transmitted by the
speaker, the system is unable to correctly extract the breath-
ing pattern. For example, the song used in Fig. 8 has a very
low volume at the beginning and end. Fig. 8(b) shows that
there are blurs at the beginning and there is nearly no valid
CIR at the end. This results in larger estimation errors at the
beginning and at the end. In the following experiments, we
use a 120 s music piece with nearly no blank intervals from
the rock music set to prevent the influence of blank intervals
to our experiments.

3) Impact of the Subject’s Orientation: We conduct exper-
iments with different orientations to figure out how the user’s
orientation to the speaker influences the system performance.
In this set of experiments, three volunteers (two males and one
female) are involved. We test the orientation from 0◦ to 90◦
as shown in Fig. 11. From the results, we can conclude that,
with the increase of the orientation degree, the performance
of our system decreases. The result shows that our system can
still work when the user is 30◦ to the loudspeaker.

4) Impact of the Distance Between the Subject and the
System: We conduct several experiments to examine our
system under different distances and three volunteers (two
males and one female) participate in this set of experiments.
The distance we set between the subject and the devices ranges
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Fig. 11. Evaluation with different orientations. (a) Maximum error. (b) 90th
percentile error. (c) NRMSE. (d)–(g) The illustration of rotating the user’s
orientation by 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦.

Fig. 12. Evaluation with different distances. (a) Maximum error. (b) 90th
percentile error. (c) NRMSE.

from 25 to 200 cm. We also collect the mean acoustic intensi-
ties using an Android App2 at these distances for the reader’s
reference. The acoustic intensities are 78, 74, 69, 65, 58, and
54 dB at 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, and 200 cm, respectively. As
is shown in Fig. 12, the experimental result indicates that
our system can operate with high accuracy when the dis-
tance between the subject and the device is within 100 cm.
However, when the distance increases to 150 cm, the accuracy
of our system decreases notably. This is reasonable because
the energy of the acoustic signal drops sharply when propagat-
ing in the air. After traveling 3 m back and forth, the received
signal is very week. In addition, the motion of a chest when
breathing is very tiny which makes the respiration hard to
detect.

5) Evaluation Under Multiperson Scenarios: We evaluate
the performance of our system when there are people in the
background. We consider the following two scenarios: when
a subject is using our system, there is another person (the
disturber) either 1) sitting right next to the subject or 2) walk-
ing around the subject. Three volunteers (two males and one
female) participate in this set of experiments and in each exper-
iment, one of the volunteers is the system user and one of the
other two is the disturber. As is shown in Fig. 13, when some-
one sitting next to the user, the accuracy degrades slightly. This
is mainly because even if the speaker and the microphone are
facing at the subject, some signals may also be reflected by the

2Sound Meter. ABC Apps, 2020.

Fig. 13. Evaluation with multiple people scenarios. (a) Maximum error.
(b) 90th percentile error. (c) NRMSE.

Fig. 14. Influence of clothing.

disturber because of the scattering effect of the sound wave.
But still, our system can achieve decent accuracy under this
situation. In the second case when someone walks around the
user, the accuracy is barely declined because the disturber is
out of the reflection path between the device and the subject.
One factor that may influence the system performance might
be the noise that the disturber makes when walking.

6) Impact of Clothing: We also evaluate the influence of
clothing. In this experiment, we ask the two subjects (two
males) to wear clothes of three levels of thickness: 1) thin
(a shirt); 2) median thickness (a shirt and a thin coat); and
3) thick (a shirt and a thick coat). The result is shown in
Fig. 14. The result indicates that our system can work with
high accuracy when the user is wearing medium-thickness
clothes or thin clothes. However, when the clothes are too
thick, the system fails to detect respiration.

7) Impact of Environmental Noise: We conduct three exper-
iments with two volunteers (two males) to evaluate the
performance of our system under noisy environments.

1) In the first experiment, another person is sitting behind
the subject while using the keyboard. The noise level in
this experiment is around 45 dB.

2) In the second experiment, another person is sitting
behind the subject and reading a newspaper aloud. The
noise level is around 54 dB.

3) In the third experiment, the subject sits in a room with
a high power air conditioner operating. The noise level
in this experiment is around 50 dB. The overall result
is shown in Fig. 15. The result shows that our system
works well in common noisy environments.

VI. RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review the existing work on non-
contact sensing which can be grouped into two categories:
1) noncontact respiration monitoring methods and 2) acoustic
sensing methods.
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Fig. 15. Evaluation with background noise. (a) Maximum error. (b) 90th
percentile error. (c) NRMSE.

A. Noncontact Respiration Monitoring Systems

WiBreathe [11] is a respiration monitoring system based on
radio signals, which can achieve high fidelity and noninvasive
breathing monitoring. UbiBreathe [34] is a WiFi-based breath
monitoring system. It measures the received signal strength
(RSS) to extract the user’s respiration rate. WiSleep [13]
and [12] exploit the channel state information (CSI) in WiFi
signals to monitor the respiration. VitalRadio [4] is a smart
home device that also uses the phase change of RF signals
to monitor people’s heartbeat as well as respiration. EZ-
Sleep [35] uses an FMCW radar to monitor the users’ sleeping
status and insomnia. The above systems either require addi-
tional hardware like RF radar or need the user to stay at the
designated areas. [8] and [9] are camera-based methods that
use cameras to record user’s chest motion when breathing.
Camera-based methods require good lighting conditions and
may face the risk of privacy leakage.

B. Acoustic Sensing Systems

In recent years, researchers have turned their attention to
acoustic sensing technologies. LLAP [20] uses the phase
shift of a sinusoidal signal to estimate the distance change
between the target object and the smartphone to perform
tracking. FingerIO [23] and CovertBand [26] let the speaker
sends OFDM symbols and uses the cross-correlation profile to
extract the object motion. Strata [27] uses the 26-b GSM signal
to estimate the CIR and derives the target motion by analyz-
ing the phase change of each channel tap. EchoTrack [24]
uses the FMCW signal as the transmitted signal. EchoTrack
passes the received signal through a matched filter to local-
ize the target object. Wang et al. [16] used the FMCW
signal as well. The authors developed a technique called C-
FMCW to detect the user’s respiration when sleeping. Unlike
traditional FMCW-based approaches, C-FMCW works by esti-
mating the round-trip propagation time of acoustic signals.
AudioGest [22] is a gesture recognition system that makes
use of the Doppler effect of the reflected acoustic signal to
estimate the in-air hand movement. ApneaApp [15] lets the
smartphone send FMCW signals and detects the frequency
shift at the received signal to extract the chest motion when
breathing at sleep. Millisonic [21] is a headset tracking system
that achieves mm-level accuracy. They use the phase shift of
FMCW signals to perform tracking. BreathListener [17] is a
respiration monitoring system in the driving context, which
achieves fine-grained breath pattern monitoring using the gen-
erative adversarial network (GAN). Similar to our work,
BreathJunior [33] uses audible signals to detect the respiration

of infants. They let the speaker send pseudorandomly gener-
ated Gaussian white noise and transform the received signal
reflections into FMCW chirps which preserve the multipath
reflection information. The respiration pattern is derived from
transformed chirps. One major difference between our work
and the above works is that they use predesigned signals to per-
form sensing while our system does not need the transmitted
signal to be predesigned.

VII. DISCUSSION

We consider our work as the first step to explore the fea-
sibility of using random signal, such as music and broadcast
to perform sensing. We design extensive experiments to val-
idate our system. The experimental result shows that our
proposed method can accurately estimate the respiration rate in
some real-world scenarios using music and broadcast signals.
However, the current implementation still has the following
three limitations.

1) As is shown in Fig. 14, wearing thick clothes severely
degrades the system performance. This is due to the fact
that sound wave is a mechanical wave, thick clothes may
reflect or absorb the acoustic signal before the signal
reaches the user’s chest. Thus, the displacement of the
subject’s chest is too small to be detected.

2) Although our system can successfully detect the user’s
breathing rate when the speaker plays an audio piece,
there might be relatively long blank intervals in music
and broadcast signals (the beginning and end of a song
as shown in Fig. 8). Thus, to achieve a reliable respira-
tion monitoring, our system needs to be integrated with
other sensing methods to have the ability of incessantly
monitoring.

3) Our system extracts human respiration from the CIR
leveraging the periodicity of human breathing. Thus,
a relatively stable breathing rate is the prerequisite of
our system and our system may fail to detect abnormal
breathing patterns, such as apnea.

To resolve these three challenges, more designs are expected.
Since this work is a first step toward the above blueprint, we
leave the limitations and challenges to our future work.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we present a respiration monitoring system
using music and broadcast signals. Different from the exist-
ing works, our system uses audible music and broadcast
signal as the transmitted signal rather than the inaudible, pre-
designed signals which have negative effects on children, pets,
and plants. The system detects the breathing pattern by esti-
mating and analyzing the CIR. We evaluate the system on
commodity speaker and microphone using several commonly
heard audio pieces. Our experimental result shows that our
system can work with high accuracy under several real-world
circumstances.
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